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Life may be unpredictable, but you can always count on Bisley.

We’re a design and manufacturing powerhouse. For over 90 years we’ve been quietly innovating, creating 

high-quality, sustainable furniture for every environment. 

While the world may evolve, our passion for design and care for people never changes. Our drive, energy 

and capabilities mean that we can produce whatever you need, in the volumes you need, wherever you 

might need it. We produce over 15,000 pieces of furniture every week, delivering to over 80 countries 

worldwide, all from our South Wales factory.

Bisley’s spirit of innovation comes with a collective knowledge that comes from decades of experience. Our 

success is based on an unwavering commitment to enduring relationships, attention to detail, the latest 

manufacturing technology and nurturing talent.

Here, you’ll find an overview of everything that Bisley can offer you. You’ll find everything you need to 

create organised, beautiful storage systems that work for you, whether you’re in the office or at home. And 

our extensive, bespoke ranges can help maximise your workspace by providing intelligent, hard-working 

solutions.

We’re proud to make unique, innovative furniture that doesn’t compromise on style – so you can thrive 

anywhere.

Bisley. Made for Life.
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Systems Storage

Design a workspace you can call your own. 

The way many of us work has evolved; flexibility and agility are key. Bisley helps you create integrated 
working environments that enhance focussed working and collaboration - giving you the tools and 
space you need to bring your next best idea to life. 

We have the knowledge and expertise to advise on the best systems for you and your needs, allowing 
productivity and collaboration to thrive. Our secure, stylish, and multifunctional storage systems ensure 
you can safely store your belongings – so you can get on with your day with ease.
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Be

• Available in 34 steel finishes, 8 wood finishes, 3 glass finishes 
and a huge selection of Camira Blazer fabrics. 

•  Range consists of locker doors, cupboard doors, sliding doors, 
magazine shelves, bookcases and frame toppers. 

• All Be products have a ten-year guarantee.

Be is a dual aspect, integrated furniture and storage solution, 
which connects people and the workspace, creating environ-
ments that inspire performance.

Designed to be different, Be uses unique colour combinations, mixing wood and steel 
surfaces, with environments which cater for open and closed storage. The variety of du-
al-facing units, in addition to soft seating, benching, and a multitude of backing options, 
create uplifting spaces that naturally boost productivity and enhance the workspace. 
Flexible zones foster collaboration and provide areas to meet, individual space to focus, 
with social areas to interact, relax and recharge.

Be is available in a pre-defined range of the most popular options or can be tailormade 
to create an individual workspace.
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Pre-defined Be
To make creating an ideal workspace surprisingly simple, we 
have put together a collection of the most popular choices in a 
range of pre-designed elements. Our individual units allow you 
to pick exactly what you need.

In maximising every square metre of our product through the 
provision of storage, security and power, our pre-defined Be 
range has been designed to comfortably take care of the mod-
ern workplace, enabling effective working and encouraging col-
laboration. Be’s agile approach maximises space with minimum 
footprint.

Configurable Be
If you are interested in developing a more bespoke design for 
your office, the entire Be range can be pieced together to create 
unique configurations and accessorised to deliver exactly what 
you need.

Talk to our team about your customised Be workspace and bring 
your idea to life with the Be Configurator.
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Outline

We provide the Outline, you do the rest.

Inspired by the need for versatile and open working environments, Outline 
works as a contemporary multi-purpose zone divider and display unit, ideal 
for establishing distinctive spaces to work, collaborate or relax.

Perfect for creating a distinctive workspace with a personal touch, Outline 
allows you to shape your environment for a sleek minimalist and modern 
look, so you can focus and stay on top of your workload in style and com-
fort.

With more and more colleagues returning to the office, we have seen a shift 
in the traditional office layout. Office spaces are becoming more flexible, 
collaborative, and agile. Outline divides spaces into meeting areas, focussed 
work zones, areas to take five - all with ample, secure storage for both office 
and personal items. 

And, with the ability to fill Outline as you choose, its flexibility introduces 
texture, colour, and biophilia - crucial when replicating the comforts of work-
ing from home. 

• Choice of 34 steel finishes and 8 wood finishes.

• Multiple accessories available.

• 400mm and 470mm deep options to suite with Be and LateralFile.

• All Outline products have a ten-year guarantee.
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Crafted from hand-welded steel for a seamless finish, Outline is a robust yet elegant frame that 
allows natural light through and separates a room, without building walls. Highly customised to 
the unique design of your workspace, Outline suits perfectly with our existing products, sitting 
alongside or on top of storage units, including our Be and LateralFile ranges, or, as a stand-alone 
piece – working to fit with your needs.
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Bridge

The modern credenza that brings together 
style, storage and room division in one seamless 
system. 

With the ability to provide multiple functions in multiple spaces, 
Bridge can be used as an unobtrusive space divider, a meeting room 
credenza, a ‘skyline’ style welcome setting, or a spontaneous breakout 
area. Providing an impromptu place to perch, or a relaxing place to 
recharge, Bridge’s breadth of steel colours, wood textures and vibrant 
fabrics mean that the fun is in creating exactly what you imagined.

At the heart of our design is storage. Bridge provides temporary 
stowage for bags and other personal items. Its dual-facing nature gives 
you flexible options, including handy lockable compartments for your 
valuables and technology, cable management, and decorative display.

1. 2. 3.

1. Space Divider
Utilise Bridge’s dual-facing nature to create 
subtle space division or wayfinding through the 
workplace, with storage access from both sides.

2. Skyline
A mixture of module heights mimic a city 
skyline. These settings are ideal for welcome 
areas and ‘breakout zones’. Seatpads provide 
a relaxing place to recharge or an impromptu 
place to perch throughout the working day.

3. Meeting Room Credenza
Inspired by the traditional meeting room
credenza, but re-imagined for the contemporary
office and work styles, these suggested settings
mimic the classic single height credenza, with
the versatility to create a professional or playful
addition to the meeting space.

•  Choice of 34 steel finishes, 7 wood finishes and over 100 
fabric options.

•  Choice of 4 leg options, 2 handle types and 3 back panel 
styles.

• All Bridge products have a five-year guarantee.
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Quarters

Developed to provide a haven away from the hustle and bustle 
of a busy workplace, Quarters booths create a secluded space 
for individual focused work, a private place to take a call, or a 
cosy, comfortable meeting space for creative collaboration. 

Having an inclusive, light space, where you can also store your belongings is vital for 
wellbeing. The specialised sound dampening panels envelop the storage component, so 
individuals are always connected to the hubbub of the office but have a buffer – a tranquil 
and relaxing retreat to work in, whether alone or in groups. Uniquely designed with storage 
embedded for easy access, Quarters ensures that all your belongings are tucked safely 
away within the booths while you work. 

Partnering with British design icon Anglepoise, Quarters has been created to reflect their 
world-renowned design, with the radius of each Quarters panel and stitch detailing match-
ing that of the iconic Type 80 lampshade, distinguishable by its unique halo light-escape 
effect.

1. 2. 3.

1.  Meeting Booth 
Multifunctional two, four and six person 
booths encourage collaboration while 
providing a subtle buffer to the rest of 
the office.

2.  Double Booth 
Double booths provide practical 
space for ideas and co-working. 
Choose from soft bench seating or 
sitting and standing height desks, 
plus an array of storage options.

3. Single Booth 
Single booths provide a private, quiet space 
with everything you need for maximum 
productivity. With embedded storage, power, 
and acoustic panels, concentrated work 
becomes easy within an office environment.

• Over 50 fabric options and a choice of 8 wood and 34 steel finishes.

• A range of steel and MFC accessories available.

• Optional power and multiple locking solutions available. 

• All Quarters products have a five-year guarantee.
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1. Coat Cupboards
Available in multiple sizes with a coat rail, shelf, 
and either solid or ventilated doors.

2. Two Door Units
Durable two-door cupboards with soft close 
doors. Ideal for storing different types of media.

3. Tambour Door Units
Fully retracting shutter doors, ideal for use 
in challenging spaces and walkways as an 
alternative to drawers and cupboards.

4. Recycling Units
Discreet waste management, with three 50-litre 
recycling bins and hidden storage.

5. Drawer Units
Lockable filing drawers for suspension, 
box and lever arch filing.

6. Magazine Units
Sloping shelves, ideal for displaying magazines 
and product literature, with a concealed shelf 
for storage.

7. Combination Units
Choose from a flexible range of different 
closure options including flippers, drawers 
and cupboard doors to tailor-make your own 
configurations.

8. Bookcase Units
Bookcase units with 300mm deep shelves, ideal 
for displaying literature.

LateralFile 

Incredibly versatile, with a superior minimalist design and stylish finish, 
LateralFile brings unity and consistency to your working environment. A true 
furniture systems approach to storage, LateralFile enables an entire floorplan 
to be specified in one product range.

Our LateralFile range is stylish and high quality, with a wide variety of options that can meet the needs of even 
the most challenging filing and storage requirements.

With its soft-close double-skin doors for improved workspace acoustics and its timeless aesthetic, this collection 
is a first choice for architects and designers around the world. 

1. 2. 3. 4. 5. 6. 7. 8.

• Choice of 34 steel finishes and 8 wood finishes.

• Multiple locking solutions available for Lockers. 

• All LateralFile products have a ten-year guarantee.
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SystemFile

A true storage classic, our SystemFile range is the 
high-quality and enduring choice, bringing timeless 
style into the workplace. 

From drawers to cupboards, tambour doors to combination units, our Sys-
temFile range is flexible and affordable, allowing users to safely store and 
stow their personal items, ready to be taken home at the end of the day. 

1. 2. 3. 4. 5.

1. Drawer Units
Lockable drawers for suspension, 
box and lever arch filing.

2. Two Door Units
Durable two-door cupboards. Ideal for 
storing different types of media. 

3. Tambour Door Units
Fully retracting shutter doors, ideal for 
use in small spaces and walkways as an 
alternative to drawers and cupboards.

4. Combination Units
Ideal for filing or storing different media
types. Choose from a range of 
pre-defined closure options.

5. Coat Cupboards
Available in two widths with a coat rail, 
shelf and ventilated doors.

• Choice of 22 steel paint finishes.

• A wide range of internal accessories can be purchased.

• Choice of locking solutions available on Lockers.

• All SystemFile products have a ten-year guarantee.
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Essentials

Affordable, high-quality and long-lasting, the 
Essentials range makes specifying your workspace 
refreshingly straightforward.

From drawers to cupboards, tambour doors to combination units, Essen-
tials encompasses the core products that no modern office can function 
without. Available in a range of popular sizes and specific finishes, Essen-
tials looks great in any environment. 

2.1. 3.

• Choose from 12 steel paint finishes.

• Numerous height, width and closure options available.

• All Essentials products have a five-year guarantee.

1. Drawer Units
Lockable drawers for suspension, 
box and lever arch filing.

2. Two-door Units
Lockable, and supplied with combination 
shelving for lever arch and lateral filing.

3. Tambour Door Units
Fully retracting shutter doors, ideal for 
use in small spaces and walkways as an 
alternative to drawers and cupboards.
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Pren

With elegance and craftsmanship at the forefront of 
its design, Pren a collection of freestanding lockers, 
wardrobes, and cupboards that make specifying 
your entire storage system refreshingly simple. 

With purpose beyond storage, Pren’s freestanding units act as zone divid-
ers throughout the office, creating defined neighbourhoods wherever you 
need. And with contra-facing units available at different heights, you can 
accessorise them with planter tops for the added benefits of mood-boost-
ing biophilia, or create an extended, standing height workbench with a 
sleek oversailing top.

Spanning classic, warm wood-effect tones and solid colour finishes, Pren 
is available in a variety of laminates, matching LockerWall’s broad palette, 
creating symmetry for your storage. 

1. 2. 3.

1. Cupboards
Flexible, lockable office storage available in a range of heights 
and widths. Pren cupboards feature round wooden handles and 
adjustable steel shelving with under-shelf filing. 

2. Wardrobes
Available in a variety of heights and widths with coat rails and 
a selection of lock options. The taller options include fixed MFC 
shelves.  All wardrobes feature a round wooden handle.

3. Lockers
Secure personal storage, Pren Lockers are available in a range 
heights and door options, with a variety of internal configurations 
including coat rails and fixed shelves. Compatible with both smart, 
mechanical and traditional locks.

• A choice of 13 wood finishes.

•  A range of accessories available, including planters, 
decorative tops, and shelves.

• A choice of locking solutions available.

• All Pren products have a five-year guarantee.
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Glide

This innovative unit combines clean, unbroken lines with 
thoughtful details that ensure the sliding doors really do 
glide.

Our high-quality, sliding door storage system is an ideal, space-saving solution 
for open-plan work environments. You can choose bespoke timber tops, backs 
and end-cladding, and we can provide a comprehensive range of optional inter-
nal fittings, including roll-out filing frames and drawers. 

Door options include plain, perforated and acoustic dampening - which better 
absorb noise from the hustle and bustle of a busy office. Glide particularly com-
plements our LateralFile products, but fits well with all of our ranges.   

•  Choose from an extensive palette of 34 steel paints.

•  Choice of plain doors, perforated doors or acoustic doors.

•  A range of internal accessories available to purchase. 

• All Glide products have a ten-year guarantee.
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Personal Storage

Storage for you, and only you.

The rise in personal storage is at the forefront of any modern workplace, and is vital for creating a posi-
tive and uplifting work environmnet, where everyone has their own dedicated space.

Our personal storage solutions help free up room, promote productivity and give everyone a sense of 
belonging. From traditional lockers to more bespoke solutions, our personal storage brings you peace of 
mind, so you can focus, knowing that your belongings are safely stowed away.
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LockerWall

Designed to fit around you.

Inspired by the traditional locker system, but re-imagined for the 
contemporary office space, LockerWall by Bisley gives you the scope to 
create an efficient, stylish storage solution for your environment.

LockerWall is the fully intergrated, optimum storage and smart locker 
system that delivers dependable security, without dominating your 
space or sacrificing your style. Utilising the latest smart locking software, 
including networked and hardwired locks, personal storage and facility 
management has never been simpler and safer. With LockerWall, you 
can be reassured that your belongings are safely stowed away, and can 
be charging ready for the working day, with optional discreet USB power 
inside each locker.

LockerWall offers a number of finishes and panels, allowing your lockers to 
fit seamlessly wherever needed. 

Whether you’re designing a freestanding bank of LockerWall or planning 
to scribe your configuration into a hidden alcove, you can choose from a 
variety of MFC finishing panels, which truly allows you to make LockerWall 
your own. 

•  Choose from 34 steel finishes, 13 wood finishes, 
5 compact grade laminate finishes, and 50 fabric options.

• Mix and match internal accessories and decorative additions. 

• A range of finishing panels are available to order separately.

• Multiple locking solutions available, including smart locking technology.

• LockerWall has a five-year guarantee.
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The rise in personal stowage requirements is at the forefront 
of a modern, productive workplace. What was once banished 
to cloakrooms or basements is now a firmly established part of 
the front office landscape. LockerWall frees up space, promotes 
productivity, and gives everyone a sense of belonging. 

LockerWall is more than a storage system - the lower height 
lockers can create zoning and space division, providing a work-
place with defined neighbourhoods. The standing height options 
double up as an impromptu work surface, or they can be acces-
sorised with planters for mood boosting biophilia.
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LateralFile Lockers

LateralFile lockers are a great, premium solution for any 
office or workspace. Available in a selection of sizes, they 
can be perfectly combined with other products in the range, 
further enhancing your working day. 

Stylish and flexible, LateralFile lockers are available with a range of features, such as 
power, sound dampening doors, soft close hinges, personal drawers, and business card 
holders, meaning its configuration can be personalised and co-ordinated as you need. 

And with a range of secure locking options, from smart locks to more traditional solu-
tions, you can confidently stow your belongings and enjoy the rest of your day.

Lockers
Secure personal storage compartments ideal 
for use by colleagues, visitors or remote workers. 
Choose from a variety of locking solutions 
including smart locking technology or more 
traditional key and combination locks. 

• Choice of 34 steel finishes and 8 wood finishes.

• Multiple locking solutions available for lockers. 

• All LateralFile products have a ten-year guarantee.
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SystemFile Lockers

Built to last, the SystemFile locker is part of an 
extensive range, providing high quality and excellent 
value. 

Available in the most popular configurations and colours, SystemFile lock-
ers are designed to integrate seamlessly with the rest of the collection.

The ideal storage solution for front-of-house applications, SystemFile lock-
ers feature a variety of secure locking options, allowing you to safely store 
your personal belongings.

Lockers
Secure personal storage compartments ideal for 
use by employees, visitors or remote workers. 
Different locking options are available: key 
locking, combination and digital.

• Choice of 22 steel paint finishes.

• A wide range of internal accessories can be purchased.

• Choice of locking solutions available on lockers.

• All SystemFile products have a ten-year guarantee.



Essentials Lockers

Reliable and affordable, Essentials lockers are at the heart of our Essentials 
range, perfectly integrated with the rest of this robust and timeless collection. 
Throughout the office, you can create storage clusters without compromising 
the style or flow of the space. 

• Choice of 12 steel paint finishes. 

• Individual key locks and label holders. 

• All Essentials products have a five-year guarantee. 

Affordable, high-quality, and durable, Essentials are straight-forward and are available in a variety of sizes and 
colours. 

Available in a variety of sizes and fitted with individual locks and keys, Essentials lockers are an ideal solution in 
any workspace.

Lockers
Lockable personal storage compartments  
ideal for use by employees, visitors or  
remote workers. 
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Primary Lockers

Robust, versatile, and hard-wearing -  crafted for the workplace.

Primary Lockers span a wide range of sizes and configurations, so you can stow your personal belongings, workwear or 
equipment as required. Primary Lockers have perfect sized compartments to suit every need; whether you’re stor-
ing uniform and bulky items, or separating your clothes from dirty overalls. Designed for durability, these lockers are 
aimed at fulfilling tough ‘back of house’ storage requirements, but the neat and minimalist design means they will look 
great in changing rooms and customer-facing cloakrooms too. 

This straightforward locker range is easy to specify with additional accessories available including benching, feet, and a 
choice of locking options.

Available in single columns or nests of up to four lockers, Primary Lockers work around your space and capacity.

• Ventilated doors to allow air to flow through the lockers.

• Strong hinges that withstand rough handling.

• Available in galvanized steel or Biocote paint.

• Choose from a selection of locks to suit different industry needs.

• Primary lockers have a five-year guarantee.

1. 2. 3. 4. 5. 6.

1. Everyday lockers
The Everyday Locker is a workplace essential. 
Available in a range of heights, widths, depths, 
and divided into one to six doors, you can choose 
a configuration that best suits your workforce’s 
personal storage requirements.

2. Police lockers
Manufactured in line with industry standards, the 
single door Police Locker comprises of two large 
compartments, a top shelf designed to store Police 
headwear, and hanging space below with 
a coat rail for uniform.

3. Clean and dirty lockers
A single door locker divided into two clothing 
compartments with hanging rails, perfect for 
separating clean clothes from dirty overalls. With 
shelving above, there is also space for personal 
belongings to be kept clean and safe.

4. Combi lockers
The Combi Locker features a narrow hanging space 
with a coat hook and a series of internal shelves 
above and to the side, enclosed behind a single door.

5. Two person lockers
The Two Person Locker has two secure doors that 
are private to the user, with hanging space and coat 
hooks inside. There are also two individual lockers for 
each of the users to access, stacked on 
top of the unit.

6. Twin lockers
Tall and sturdy, the Twin Locker provides ample 
hanging space to stow longer items of clothing. With 
two individual doors, this unit is suitable for two 
users. Behind each door, a hanging space with a coat 
rail is provided, plus a shelf above to stow personal 
belongings.
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CLK Lockers

Peace of mind comes as standard with our classic 
CLK lockers. Sturdy, secure and durable, CLK’s built-in 
flexibility means that they can be adapted to easily fit 
your organisation’s needs.

Ideal for back-office use or to equip a changing room area, our CLK lockers provide 
an affordable solution for personal storage. 

We offer a choice of dimensions and internal fittings, as well as a range of locking 
options, such as key, combination or custom locks. The flexibility of the CLK locker 
range means that they provide a solution for any scenario or environment.

• Choose from a broad range of 12 colours.

• CLK lockers have a five-year guarantee.

CLK locker
The CLK locker unit comes as a single column, 
and can be ganged together to create large 
banks of lockers. There are one, two, four and six 
door options available.
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MonoBloc Lockers

An ideal storage solution for the back of the office, 
MonoBloc can be styled to coordinate with existing 
workplace furniture, giving users a sense of belonging. 

Available in single columns and banks of up to four columns in one, two, three and 
four door options, MonoBloc allows you to create a system that works best for you. 
Consideration has been given to the design and quality of the lockers, including 
clean lines, concealed hinges, and discreet label holders. 

• Choose from 12 colours.

• Monobloc lockers have a five-year guarantee.

MonoBloc locker
The MonoBloc locker is available in banks of up to four columns, and in one, two, 
three and four door options, and the units bolt on to each other so you can build to 
fit your organisation’s needs exactly. This versatile locker includes ventilation, and 
there are additional optional features available such as sloping tops and benching.
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BOB®

Click it, twist it, love it.

BOB by Bisley is the beautifully hand-crafted magnetic, modular storage and 
display system that lets you click, twist, and rethink your space.

The vision of award-winning designer, Paul Kelly, in collaboration with Bisley, 
each BOB unit combines high-quality plywood with a magnetic system, result-
ing in an effortlessly changeable design that will transform the way you think 
about storage.

Used in the office or at home, as a dual-sided room divider or against a wall, 
BOB’s beautifully exposed plywood edges and classic white finish create a stun-
ning addition to your space.

1. 2. 3. 4. 5. 6. 7.

1. Single pass through
The only BOB unit without a back panel - add this to 
your kit for dual-sided access and display space. 

2. Single with back and shelf
Complete with a removable panel, twist to use as a 
shelf or a divider.

3. Single with back
Single BOB unit with back panel, ideal for storage 
and display with shelf positions. 

4. Single with back, door, and shelf
Hidden storage with push to open door front.

5. Double with sliding doors
A double BOB unit with an elegant sliding door 
offering extra concealed storage. 

6. Double 2 shelf unit
Use as a standard shelf unit or flip on its side to use 
as a divider. 

7. Double 3 drawer unit
Minimalist design, maximising your storage solution 
with push to open drawers.

•  Finished in classic white laminated plywood.

•  Choose from a selection of pre-confined kits or select individual single units.

• Additional decorative steel liners and plinths available.

•  BOB has a minimum two-year guarantee.
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Kubbi

The perfect snug for your storage.

With dual-facing storage and room division capabilities, Kubbi is your perfect stowage solution for the workplace. Lock 
away your personal belongings for the day in one of Kubbi’s cosy compartments. Tailored to suit you with a variety 
of cube combinations, including open display cube compartments, Kubbi gives you the room to build and tailor your 
workspace. 

With storage at its heart, Kubbi connects your space as it can be used as a stylish and useful room divider, all without 
building any walls. Dual-facing, Kubbi can act as a standalone piece, or you can choose to create larger configurations 
by connecting several units.

Available in a range of  ‘mix and match’ laminate finishes, Kubbi can be customised to suit you.

• Choose from 13 wood finishes.

• A choice of locking options available.

• Kubbi has a five-year guarantee.
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Desk Storage

As workplaces evolve to have flexibility between individual and shared spaces, personal and safely 
accessible storage will play an important role.

Our great range of design options allow you to stay connected with your work while also maintaining 
a clutter free, calm working environment. You can feel reassured that not only are your belongings 
stowed safely within your personal workspace but that they are always within reach for peace of mind.

From Pedestals to Towers, to your very own work Buddy, we can make everything you need to keep 
items safe, secure and close at hand.

With a myriad of functions, your desk can be as collaborative or as tranquil as you wish. Dressed up 
and decorated with your favourite plant, photographs, or a place to simply work and leave, your desk 
should enhance and support your working day.
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Introducing Buddy, your right hand man to help with all your office storage needs 
- for you and only you.

Designed to stow personal belongings and frequently used office items, Buddy has a choice of internal configura-
tions and optional USB power, so that items can be stowed securely and conveniently.

An alternative to the versatile freestanding Note Pedestal and Caddy, Buddy is a single-person desk-attached locker, 
the perfect addition to your working day!

The compact and space efficient design allows you to stay connected with your work, while maintaining a clut-
ter-free desk. With your office Buddy, you can feel reassured that not only are your belongings stowed within a safe 
personal workspace, but that they are always within reach, for maximum productivity.

Buddy

• Choose from an extensive palette of 22 steel paints.

• Wooden front option with a choice of 8 laminate finishes. 

• Multiple locking solutions available. 

• Buddy has a five-year guarantee.
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Note Pedestals

Our Note Pedestals provide secure and convenient storage, and 
are the classic way to keep desks clutter-free.

A range of static or mobile pedestals featuring a seamed carcase to complement our oth-
er office storage ranges.

Each pedestal comes with lockable drawers for secure storage of files or personal belong-
ings, and a handy drop-in pen tray to keep your stationary organised. 

• Choose from a broad range of 22 steel paints.

• Wide range of internal options available.

• Note Pedestals have a five-year guarantee.

1.
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Personal storage at its very best.

Mobile, secure, and multifunctional, Caddy performs throughout the work-
place; under your desk, against a wall or used to subtly divide open offices. 

Mounted on castors, Caddy doesn’t have to live in one space, it can be taken 
to wherever it is needed most, using the 360 drag handle. Adding a seat pad 
also makes it an ideal perch place for impromptu meetings or collaboration. 
Our large choice of colours, finishes and fabrics make Caddy an attractive and 
flexible addition to any vibrant, agile workspace.

Caddy

•  Choose from 22 steel colours, 8 wood finishes 
and 41 fabric options. 

• Left or right-hand version available.

• All units come complete with black leather pull strap and adjustable shelf.

• Caddy has a five-year guarantee.



Bite

Bite, a clever twist on the standard pedestal.

Bite wraps neatly around a desk or workstation providing convenient storage – under-desk storage beneath, and 
flexible storage above. Every Bite comes with a postal slot and business card holder with the option of a cork bulletin 
board or whiteboard inside the lid.

Space-efficient and mobile, it’s ideal for use in benching environments.
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Towers provide pull-out space for filing and personal items, keeping your 
workstation completely free of clutter, and a clean divider for individual desk space.

A flexible, secure storage solution, Towers are available in multiple heights and can be put next to or slotted under-
neath a desk. Ideal for suspension filing or storing large binders, stationery and personal belongings within easy reach.

Towers

1. 2.

•  Choice of internal accessories and drawer configurations.

• Choose from an extensive palette of 34 colours.

• All Bite products have a ten-year guarantee.

• Choose from an extensive palette of 22 colours.

• All Towers have a ten-year guarantee.

• Multiple configurations are available.

1. Under desk tower
2. Freestanding tower 
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Add a design icon to your home or office.

We have always been known for quality that you can trust. And that’s in no small part due to 
our original iconic designs, which continue to be as beautiful as they are useful. 

Today, we combine a spirit of innovation with a collective knowledge that can only come from 
experience.  From our MultiDrawer design classic to the original Plan File, our classic products 
are practical, stylish, and ideal for office or home use.

Classic Filing
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MultiDrawers

• Choose from 22 paint colours.

• A range of accessories available to purchase separately.

• Compatible with the Belong MultiDesk range. 

• All MultiDrawers have a five-year guarantee.

The MultiDrawer is a design classic that’s as versatile as it is iconic. 
Compact, robust, and available in a broad range of colours, it fits 
in any setting, from home offices to industrial workshops and 
everything in between.

Originally designed in 1958 and awarded the Design Guild Mark in 2017, the MultiDrawer can be 
used to organise all sorts of things in the home, office or workshop. They are available in differ-
ent drawer heights with the option of multi-compartment insert trays for small items. There are 
three ranges of A4 MultiDrawers as well as an A3 range.

Designed by Freddy Brown in 1958

Awarded Design Guild Mark in 2017

Over 5 million MultiDrawers manufactured

Sold in 50+ countries across 6 continents

All manufactured in Newport, South Wales

A true design icon
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1. BS filer
Practical, high-quality and robust, suitable for A4 or foolscap suspension 
filing, with classic handle (as shown in image), or flush fronts available. 
Ideal for office use. 

2. AOC filer
Great value foolscap filing cabinet which doesn’t compromise on style or 
security. 

3. Contract filer
With integrated handles and label holders, this economy filer offers 
practical suspension foolscap filing storage. 

4. F-Series filer
This versatile, lockable storage cabinet offers a combination of suspension 
filing, stationery, and personal storage, with either flush or classic fronts. 
Suitable for A4, foolscap, American letter and Dutch folio.

5. PFA Home filer
A practical and economical home storage filer, with a combination of both 
suspension filing and storage drawers. Available with integrated handles or 
flush front. Suitable for A4 filing only. 

Filing Cabinets

Dependable classics. Our filing cabinets are durable, iconic and robust. 

Sturdy yet stylish, stout and strong, our office filing products give you a timeless Bisley design. Store items neatly and 
securely in our colourful steel filing cabinets, whether you keep them next to your desk or tuck them away tidily in a 
corner. Featuring flush or elegant chrome handles and a trim plinth base, with with a variety of filing options, these 
workspace essentials provide a practical and versatile way to stay organsied. Our classic designs make a beautiful 
addition to any office.

1  • Choose from a broad range of 22 steel colours. 
• Classic handles or flush front options available. 
• All BS Filers have a seven-year guarantee.

2   • Choose from 12 steel colours. 
• All AOC Filers have a five-year guarantee.

3  • Choose from 12 steel colours. 
• All Contract Filers have a five-year guarantee.

4  • Choose from a broad range of 22 steel colours. 
• Classic handles or flush front options available. 
• All F-Series Filers have a five-year guarantee.

5  • Choose from 12 steel colours. 
•Classic handles or flush front options available. 
• All PFA Home Filers have a one-year guarantee.

1. 2. 3. 4. 5.
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Specialist Filing

Some items need their own unique kind of storage. 
Our high-quality units organise and protect specialist 
items. 

Sturdy and secure, the Plan File provides reliable storage and complete 
protection for large format documents. Favoured by architects and designers, 
its sleek finish is ideal for organising drawings, prints, plans and samples, with 
a subtle, elegant design that fits seamlessly in any workspace. And our Card 
Filing and index cabinets can house everything from media, to contact cards 
and small items.

1  • Choose from 22 steel colours. 
• Plan Files have a five-year guarantee.

2   • Choose from 6 steel colours. 
• Card Index has a five-year guarantee.

3  • Choose from 6 steel colours. 
• All Card Filing has a ten-year guarantee.

1. Plan File
A flexible option for storing large documents. 
Available in either A0 or A1 size and is made up of stackable drawer sections 
which allows the creation of 5, 10 or 15 drawer units. 

2. Card index
The card index offers stackable desktop storage. There is a choice of single or 
double drawers.

3. Card filing
A tidy way to store media such as CDs and DVDs and other specialist media. As 
the drawers can be subdivided for greater organisation, it can also be used for 
things such as parts, components or samples.

1. 2. 3.
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Economy Shelving

However unique your environment, with 
Bisley you’ll always find storage that’s dura-
ble and flexible. Bisley’s high-density storage 
solutions are designed specifically for freeing 
up space where it’s needed most.

Economy Shelving is a practical and versatile 
steel shelving range that can be organised to 
suit diverse space requirements. Assembly 
is quick and easy and once assembled, the 
shelving is strong and robust.

 • Supplied as self assembly for ease of transportation.

• Smooth roll-formed uprights.

• Load bearing of 45kg per shelf.

• Economy Shelving has a five-year guarantee 
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Accommodation

Developed by our specialist team of wood manufacturers, harnessing over eighty years 

of Bisley’s manufacturing expertise, Living by Bisley has been expertly designed to 

withstand the daily wear and tear of everyday life, while maintaining a comfortable 

and contemporary aesthetic.

Living by Bisley is an exceptionally hard-working range that is designed for single-living, 

but like all our products, is made for life. 
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Living by Bisley •  A concise range to make specifying an entire living 
space as easy as possible.

• Choose from 7 laminate finishes.
•  All Living by Bisley products manufactured by Bisley 

have a five-year guarantee.

Practical and durable, Living by Bisley is a contemporary 
single-living solution.

Developed by our specialist team of wood manufacturers, Living by Bisley has 
been expertly designed with durable materials to withstand the daily wear and 
tear of everyday life, while maintaining comfort and a contemporary look.

A choice of practical finishes means the collection has the flexibility to furnish a 
variety of sectors including student accommodation, military accommodation, 
and care homes.

1. Wardrobes
Single and double wardrobes with varying internal storage options including drawers, shelves, and 
hanging rails. 

2. Desks
Five desk width options, each with varying left or right-hand pedestal options. 

3. Bedside tables
Choose from 7 cabinets with varying closures including drawers, doors and open shelf spaces. 

4. Drawers
Available with either 4 or 5 drawers and the choice of 3 handle options to suite with your other Living 
By Bisley furniture. 

5. Shelving
Box and rectangular floating shelves available for display items - perfect for finishing touches.

1. 2. 3. 4. 5.
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For over eighty years Bisley has been quietly creating innovative products 

that meet the evolving needs of our working world. Now, with flexible working 

more popular than ever, our beautiful, quality products stand the test of time, 

whether you’re at work or at home.

Make a bold and contemporary statement in your home with storage that’s 

practical yet stylish and fun, with our collections for the home. Designed and 

made in-house in our UK factory, our home storage is a great way to add per-

sonality, versatility and colour to your home.

Bisley Home
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Fern
Make yourself at home.

Fern, the sleek and stylish locker collection for home and hospitality. Our Fern family was designed 
to enhance the capabilities of the small nooks in your living or workspace - allowing you to maxim-
ise your usable space, without compromising on style.

Fern’s contemporary features give a modern aesthetic that’s elegant and designed to effortlessly 
complement your workspace. Available in a range of vibrant and neutral paint colours, the Fern 
collection reflects many styles and personalities, with its timelessness and versatility.

Each locker is British made from high-quality, sustainable steel, ensuring that this capsule collec-
tion will last you a lifetime.

1.  Fern Mini 
Designed to be by your side where you need it most, whether that’s next to your 
bed, beside your sofa, or under your desk keeping your files and folders organised.

2.  Fern Cabby 
Ideal as an elegant sideboard in your kitchen, or in pride of place in your living room, 
use Fern Cabby to store or display, your way.

3.  Fern Middle 
  Charming on the outside but perfectly practical on the inside, Fern Middle stores 
anything, from toys and trinkets to blankets and books. Dressed up with lamps and 
vases or dressed down and minimal, Fern Middle is effortlessly chic and stylish.

4.  Fern Locker 
Fern Locker was designed to store your items easily and neatly, ensuring your space 
is clutter free and organised, whilst also being effortlessly stylish and chic. Available 
with a selection of internal storage types: from layers of practical shelving to rails 
suitable for full-sized clothes hangers.

5.  Fern Maxi 
Perfect as a fun and contemporary wardrobe, our Fern Maxi boasts plenty of 
internal space to store whatever you need. Perfectly proportioned for maximum 
storage capacity, with space for full sized coat hangers, Fern Maxi comfortably 
stores clothes for kids and grownups alike.

• Choose from 22 stylish steel colours.

• Stylish ventilated doors with subtle embossed branding.

• All Fern products have a five-year guarantee.

1. 2. 3. 4. 5.



The Belong Collection
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Poise by Bisley

Balance productivity and style with Poise by Bisley.

Create a sanctuary wherever you work with our new Poise range. Poise works 
beautifully as a standalone piece or suites stylishly together as a collection. 
Made out of natural materials, the minimalist ply contrasts exquisitely with the 
steel and aluminium, adding a sweep of colour to your workspace.

2. 3. 4.

1.  Poise desk 
     Desk with plywood desktop, oak legs, and suspended steel 
storage sleeve

2.  Poise coffee table 
Coffee table with aluminium legs and plywood shelf and 
table top

3.  Poise sideboard 
  Plywood storage unit with sliding doors and wooden legs

4.    Poise task table 
Task table with plywood top, aluminium leg, and cut-out 
cup holder

• Choose from 34 steel paints.

• Made from laminated plywood with solid wood tapered legs.

• All Poise by Bisley products have a five-year guarantee.
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Outline Home

We provide the Outline; you do the rest.

Step away from traditional desking and display with Outline by Bisley – 
the beautiful office frame that lets you fill in the details. Ideal for estab-
lishing a distinctive workspace with a personal touch, Outline helps you 
shape your environment for a sleek minimalist look, so you can focus 
and stay on top of your workload in style.

There are a selection of floor standing frame options, ranging from two-
tier to five-tier high. With a choice of two depths to suite perfectly with 
our existing range, all frames are available with either steel or oak wood 
shelves.

1. 2. 3.

1. Outline storage
With no handles for a clean, minimalist aesthetic, Outline 
provides space for practical storage alongside display 
options. Choose from 3 frame heights or an option with no 
frame. 

2. Outline desk
There are three desk options to fit with a myriad of settings 
– choose the desk on its own, with a matching laminate 
back panel or with beautiful steel frame shelving.

3. Floor standing
There are a selection of floor standing frame options, 
ranging from two-tier to five-tier high. With a choice of two 
depths to suite perfectly with our existing range, all frames 
are available with either steel or oak wood shelves. 

• Choose from 34 steel paints and 8 wood finishes.

• Robust steel frame and push to open doors.

• All Outline by Bisley products have a five-year guarantee.
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Bridge Home

We understand your workday needs to flow, no matter 
where you are.

Inspired by the traditional office credenza, but re-imagined for the contemporary 
home and office, Bridge connects flexible spaces and work styles, bringing togeth-
er stowage and display in one beautiful furniture piece.

Available in a range of configurations and colours, your Bridge Home can be 
incorporated into your space as you need. Beautiful and multifunctional, Bridge 
provides a storage solution as well as a perfect place to display and store items. 

1. 2.

• Choice of 34 steel finishes and 8 wood finishes.

• Round wood handle and oak tube legs available.

• Five-year guarantee.

1. Bridge drawers
2, 3 or 4 drawer units available with oak legs and 
round oak handles, available with or without a 
steel frame topper.

2. Bridge cupboards
Available in 3 heights with oak legs and round 
oak handles, each cupboard comes with an 
adjustable shelf and is available with or without 
a steel frame topper.
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MultiRange by Bisley

A true design classic, our award-winning MultiRange provides everything you need 
to work comfortably, productively and of course, in style. 

As we all adopt more flexible working patterns and adapt our working environments, the MultiRange allows you to 
create your own unique set up. The range consists of the MultiDesk, MultiSling, MultiTask and the MultiSideboard, all 
designed to enhance your working day with a design icon. 

Providing practical storage, without compromising on style, the MultiRange is available with steel hairpin legs and in a 
wide selection of colours, meaning that whatever your preferred aesthetic, both home and in the office, we can offer a 
set up that works perfectly for you.

1. 2. 3. 4.

• 22 steel colours and 8 wood finishes available.

• Compatible with MultiDrawers.

• All MultiDesk products have a five-year guarantee.

Desktop and legs
Desktop, legs  

and MultiDrawer
Desktop and  

two MultiDrawers

1. Multidesk 
Variations

1. Build your own MultiDesk
Perfect for smaller spaces, the MultiDesk brings you all the benefits of the 
iconic MultiDrawer, transformed into a multi-functional desk, so that you can 
stay organised while working comfortably and maximising space within the 
home or office.

Elevate an existing 29 Series MultiDrawer by adding a desk top, and choose 
from steel hairpin or wooden legs. Or, buy a top for two MultiDrawers to 
revamp your existing storage into a stylish and chic working desk. 

2. MultiSideboard
Sideboard with sliding doors and steel hairpin legs.

3. MultiSling
Steel, desk attached MultiDrawer bracket compatible with a 12 Series 
MultiDrawer.

4. MultiTask
A4 mobile task tray compatible with MultiDrawers.
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Hideaway 
Wall Desk 

Maximise functionality in style, 
wherever you are.

We understand that multi-functional spaces 
need clever, thoughtful furniture solutions. 
When desk space is at a premium, the Hideaway 
Wall Desk allows you to work when needed and 
then discreetly fold your whole set-up away 
when you’re finished.

1.

• Choose from 34 steel colours and 8 wood finishes.

• Complete with light and USB charging ports.

• Compatible with Mosaic hanging accessories.

• Hideaway Wall Desk has a five-year guarantee.

1.

Seamlessly move back and forth 
between work and home, without 
ever changing location.

Transform your space from a sleek and stylish 
sideboard into a working, functional desk in one 
subtle move. 

With a luxurious finish suitable for a variety of 
settings, Bisley’s Hideaway Swing Desk moves 
out at 90 degrees to form a desk so you can 
work, rest and store throughout the day. And, 
when you’re finished, Hideaway Swing Desk 
transforms back into a beautiful sideboard, 
perfect for kitchen, dining and living room 
spaces.

Hideaway  
Swing Desk

•  Choose from 4 laminate finishes and 5 Perfect Sense 
MDF finishes.

• Complete with USB and pin plug charging point.

• Push to open doors and internal drawer.

• Hideaway Swing Desk has a five-year guarantee.
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Shadow

Be productive, everywhere you go.

Shadow brings you open mobile storage that 
can follow you around wherever you go. There’s 
no need to rummage through your belongings – 
Shadow ensures everything you need is easy to 
reach, right next to you, wherever you are.

• 22 steel colours and 8 wood finishes available.

• Complete with a tan leather pull handle and internal anti-slip mat.

• Shadow has a two-year guarantee.

Pal

You’re never on your own  
with your very own work Pal.

Inspired by the Note Pedestal, but re-imagined to 
meet the modern workplace needs, Pal is light-
weight yet robust, offering under-desk storage and 
occasional seating for the home office..

•  Choose from 22 steel colours, 8 wood finishes 
and 12 fabric options. 

• Mounted on 4 castors for easy mobility.

• Pal has a two-year guarantee.
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Platform and Mosaic

Platform
Elevate your working day with a Platform. With many of us 
working longer or more flexible hours, it’s vital to make sure 
your monitor is at the correct and comfortable height. In a va-
riety of widths to suit different screens and needs, Platform’s 
minimalist design ensures that your display is always lifted.

Mosaic
We know that organisation can be difficult in an active and 
agile workspace. Organise your work materials meticulously 
around you with our Mosaic range. Handy hooks and trays 
come in a variety of different sizes that can work together with 
your other work tools.

1. Platform

• Choose from 22 steel colours.

• 1 fabric finish available.

• Compatible with Mosaic hanging accessories. 

• Platform has a two-year guarantee.

2. Mosaic

•  Choose from 22 steel colours (tray base 
color is always Anthracite).

• Mosaic has a two-year guarantee.

• Available in two sizes.

1. 2.
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Precision engineered and built to last, your Bisley product will keep on working as hard as 
the first day you got it. 

As Europe’s leading manufacturer of steel storage solutions, we understand how to get 
the best out of this great material. Nobody knows steel like Bisley, but in the last few years, 
we’ve built a rich expertise in wood materials too - the natural partner of steel. Our dedi-
cated team of designers have been joined by wood manufacturing specialists; applying the 
same knowledge that developed our iconic steel storage solutions to wooden furniture 
ranges.

We also offer a huge steel paint palette and four impressive wood laminate palettes, so 
whatever your requirements, we have the skills and flexibility to help bring you beautiful, 
bespoke solutions.

Create something beautiful for your workspace.

Finishing touches
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Silver  
ARN

Vision palette
Vision palette is available as standard for:

Be | Bite | BOB Accessories| Bridge | Glide | LateralFile | Outline by Bisley | Poise by Bisley 

Paint

Chalk  
AB9 

Bisley 
Blue  
BC6

Bisley 
Lilac  
AB2

Beige AV8

Azure
BP5

Cream 
AV6

Doulton 
AN7

Yellow 
BP2

Golden 
Sunflower  

CD1

Oxford 
Blue  
AY7

Tickleweed 
BQ6

Prussian 
BP7

Bisley 
Green 
BH2

Black 
AV1

Dijon  
BQ5

Anthracite 
Grey  
AA3

Coffee 
AV5

Olive 
Green 
BX6

Sepia 
Brown 

BR8

Slate 
AN9 

Seville 
BQ4

Steel
Silver  
ASC

Cardinal 
Red  
AY8

Regent 
AG8

Bisley 
Orange 

BN6

Bisley 
Coral  
AB1

York  
AG9

Goose 
Grey  
AV4

Bisley Pink
BR4

Light Grey 
AV7

Palest 
Pink  
CB2

Portland 
AB8

Traffic 
White 
BA5

Performance palette
Performance palette is available as standard for:

BS Filing Cabinets | Buddy | Caddy | F Series Cabinets | InnerSpace | Mosaic | MultiDrawers | MultiRange | 
Note Pedestal | Pal | Plan Files | Platform | Shadow | SystemFile | Towers

Light Grey 
AV7

Portland
AB8

Traffic 
White 
BA5

Olive 
Green 
BX6

Slate 
AN9 

Goose 
Grey  
AV4

Black 
AV1

Anthracite 
Grey  
AA3

Chalk  
AB9 

Bisley 
Blue  
BC6

Beige 
AV8

Azure BP5Cream 
AV6

Yellow 
BP2

Oxford 
Blue  
AY7

Bisley 
Green 
BH2

Dijon 
BQ5

Coffee 
AV5

Cardinal 
Red  
AY8

Bisley 
Orange 

BN6

Silver  
ARN

Steel
Silver  
ASC

Silver  
ARN

Classic palette
Classic palette is available as standard for:

AOC Filing Cabinets | CC Filing Cabinets | CLK Lockers | Contract Double Filers | Double Filers | Stationery cupboards | 
Essentials | EuroTambours | IPCC Filing Cabinets | MonoBloc Lockers | Primary Lockers | PFA Home Filers | PSF Filing 
Cabinets

Light Grey 
AV7

Portland
AB8

Traffic 
White 
BA5

Black 
AV1

Anthracite 
Grey  
AA3

Slate 
AN9 

Goose 
Grey  
AV4

Chalk  
AB9 

Beige 
AV8

Cream 
AV6

Oxford 
Blue  
AY7

Coffee 
AV5

Cardinal 
Red  
AY8

Primary palette
Primary palette is available as standard for:

BS five drawer Filing Cabinets | Card Filing Cabinets | Card Index Cabi-
nets

Light Grey 
AV7

Black 
AV1

Goose 
Grey  
AV4

Cream 
AV6

Coffee 
AV5

Anti-Microbial paint*

Anti-Microbial paint is available as standard for steel finishes.

Anti-Microbial paint works actively against microbes with the aim to 
prevent them appearing by up to 99.99%.

Light Grey 
AV7

Black 
AV1

Traffic 
White 
BA5

*15% surcharge and minimum order 
quantity applies. 
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Wood
Vision palette
Vision palette is available as standard for:

Be | Bridge | Buddy | Caddy | Hideaway Wall | LateralFile | MultiRange | 
Outline by Bisley | Pal | Quarters | Shadow

Ellmau Beech 
016

Verona Cherry 
019

Natural Mandal 
Maple 006

Natural Kendal  
Oak 018

Natural Carini 
Walnut 645

Shorewood 
529

Black 
574

Platinum White 
562

*Black is not available 
for Bridge carcase.

Petrol
641

Oregon  
642

Fineline Mocca  
643

Natural Rockford 
Hickory 644

Dakar Grey 
639

Fjorde Green 
638

Pebble Grey  
630

Front  White 
001

Carbon Grey 
635

Pearl Grey  
634

Soft Black 
621

Performance palette
Performance palette is available as standard for:

Kubbi | LockerWall | Pren

Classic palette
Classic palette is available as standard for:

Kubbi | LockerWall | Pren

Tiepolo walnut
003

Verade Oak 
002

Bavaria Beech  
632

Front  White 
001

Portofino Cherry 
004

Maple  
014

Stone Grey 
510

Primary palette
Primary palette is available as standard 
for:

Living by Bisley

CGL (Compact Grade Laminate)

CGL (Compact Grade Laminate) is available as standard for:

LockerWall

Slate Grey VV
682

Volcanic  
Black 681

Powder Blue VV 
683

Royal  White  VV
680

Carmine Red VV 
684
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Platinum White 
562

Light
847

Medium
807

Dark
808

Plywood finishes
Plywood is available as standard for:

BOB | Poise by Bisley

Wooden handle finishes
Round wooden handles are available for: 

Bridge | Pren | Outline

Perfect Sense MDF
Perfect Sense is available as standard for:

Hideaway Swing Desk

Dust Grey
734

Stone Grey
735

Graphite Grey
733

Cashmere Grey
736

Black
732

Cream
(2)

Cream
(2)

Black
(5)

Black
(5)

White
(EW)

White
(EW)

Beech 
(BC)

Silver 
(SL)

Silver 
(SL)

Dark Grey
(9)

Light Grey
(1)

Light Grey
(1)

Maple 
(MP)

Tambour colour options 
Tambour colour options available for:
LateralFile | SystemFile | EuroTambour

Tambour colour options available for:
Essentials
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Cream

Brown

Stone

Green

Camel

Cocoa

Coco

Burgundy

Panther

Walnut

Royal Pebble Marshmallow Wild Cherry

Futura Leather
Futura Leather is available for:

Bridge

Futura Birch

Futura Old Nuvolato

There are over 50 Futura Birch leathers and five Futura Old Nuvolato leathers to choose from. For more information on Futura 
leather please contact your Bisley representative or visit the Futura website.

Sliverdale

Rum

Fairfield

Aruba

Dartmouth

Solano

Eynesbury

Appledore

Stanford

Krabl

Sheffield

Curacao

Barnard

Bonaire

Goldsmith

Tobago

Abertay

Montcrest

Diablo

Bryanston TyndaleWoodcraft Marymount Knightbridge Oxford LatymerSilcoates Glasgow

Napier

Fabric & Leather
Camira Blazer
Camira Blazer is available for:

Be | Bridge | Lockerwall | Outline accessories | Pal | Platform

Camira Xtreme
Camira Xtreme is available for:

Caddy | Note Pedestal | Range Extensions

There are over 50 Camira Blazer and Camira Xtreme fabrics to choose from. For more information on the full ranges please contact 
your Bisley representative or visit the Camira website.



Locking Solutions

When it comes to specifying bespoke lockers for your workplace, Bisley is the name people turn to for quality they can 
trust.

We design and manufacture the highest quality personal storage lockers, but we also have the knowledge and 
expertise on hand to advise you on the best lock choice.

With our smart locker solutions, you can drive workplace efficiency and give employees a sense of belonging with 
dependable, flexible security.

Utilising our many years of experience, we can recommend a selection of the highest quality options, but we will 
always accommodate customer specific security requirements, working with a variety of trusted lock providers.

Our range of lockers and lock partners, both electronic and mechanical, can meet even the most challenging privacy 
and security requirements of the modern workplace.

Smart Lock software - the future of secure storage

The latest locking technology comes in the form of hardwired smart lock software. Take away the hassle of key man-
agement, on-site presence, and sub-par security – smart lock software puts you in complete control.

Control tablets can be embedded into your storage, or for an even slicker application with maximum efficiency, certain 
locks can now be linked up to real-time smart locking wireless networks, controlled via an app on your phone or device, 
from anywhere in the world.

Managers can remotely control access, limit contact, and allow for personalised features to be added. Hard-wired lock-
ing systems can be configured to permit and deny access for users and switch the control of the locker from private to 
public to sharing mode when required. They also offer the highest level of security with automatic anti-theft alarms.



Bisley Bespoke
Manufacturing excellence that’s engineered around you.

People always come first at Bisley. Whether you’re a customer, dealer, architect, or designer, you benefit from a service 
that’s engineered entirely around you and your needs. 

We regularly accommodate bespoke requirements; from having existing Bisley products finished in your brand col-
ours, to building completely new solutions to fulfil your specific needs. We’re able to design, manufacture, and deliver 
entirely bespoke products. 

We’ve refined our expertise over the decades, but have never stood still. We embrace change to offer innovative 
solutions that meet the evolving needs of our working world. Our products benefit from our knowledge and the latest 
technologies, to ensure that we continue to push boundaries and develop entirely bespoke designs. 

From dimensions and accessories, to colours and materials, we put our expert knowledge and experience at the fore-
front. We have a dedicated team that can support you with your needs, bringing your ideas to life, and ensuring that 
we deliver a product that lasts a lifetime. 

Bisley Bespoke - manufacturing excellence that’s engineered around you.

Our commitment 
Better for you, better for the environment

At Bisley, we often use the phrase that our furniture is Made for Life. And while that is true of our products, we also 
take that ethos into every part of our manufacturing processes and company culture. We want furniture that lasts 
a lifetime for our customers; made from the highest quality materials, using the latest innovative technologies and 
processes with minimum impact on our environment. As we now look ahead, we are pleased to commit Bisley to 
continuously improving upon the high standards we set ourselves - for our colleagues, customers, and our future.

This publication is produced by Taylor Brothers (Bristol) Ltd, a carbon balanced printer and the paper is 
Carbon Balanced by the World Land Trust

Balancing is delivered by World Land Trust, an international conservation charity, who offset carbon 
emissions through the purchase and preservation of high conservation value land. 

Through protecting standing forests, under threat of clearance, carbon is locked in that would otherwise 
be released. These protected forests are then able to continue absorbing carbon from the atmosphere, 
referred to as REDD (Reduced Emissions from Deforestation and forest Degradation). This is now 
recognised as one of the most cost-effective and swiftest ways to arrest the rise in atmospheric CO2 
and global warming effects. Additional to the carbon benefits is the flora and fauna this land preserves, 
including a number of species identified at risk of extinction on the IUCN Red List of Threatened Species. 

For more information please download or pick up a copy of our Bisley Bespoke Brochure.

To see our Sustainability strategy, please download or pick up a copy of the Bisley Green Book.
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